Coeruleospinal inhibition of visceral nociceptive processing in the rat spinal cord.
Visceral nociceptive information is transmitted in two different areas of the spinal cord gray matter, the dorsal horn and the area near the central canal. The present study was designed to examine whether visceral nociceptive transmission in the two different areas is under the control of the centrifugal pathways from the locus coeruleus/subcoeruleus (LC/SC). Extracellular recordings were made from the L(6)-S(2) segmental level using a carbon filament glass microelectrode (4-6 MOmega). Colorectal distentions (80 mmHg) were produced by inflating a balloon inside the descending colon and rectum. In both dorsal horn and deep area neurons, responses to colorectal distention were inhibited during electrical stimulation (30, 50 and 70 microA, 100 Hz, 0.1 ms pulses) of the LC/SC. It is well known that spinothalamic tract (STT) neurons excited by visceral nociceptive stimuli are located in the dorsal horn and that postsynaptic dorsal column (PSDC) neurons which conduct visceral nociceptive signals in the dorsal column (DC) are located near the central canal of the spinal cord. The present study, therefore, suggests that the descending LC/SC system can inhibit visceral nociceptive signals ascending through the STT and the DC pathways.